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DVD 364.1 H
2004
Heir to an execution [videorecording]: a granddaughter's story / Blowback Productions; producers,
Marc Levin, Ivy Meeropol, Sheila Nevins, Daphne Pinkerson; directed by Ivy Meeropol.
DVD 379.2 L
2007
Little Rock Central [videorecording]: 50 years later / [presented by] HBO Documentary Films; Home
Box Office; Downtown Community Television Center; directed, produced, and filmed by Brent
Renaud, Craig Renaud.
In 1957, Little Rock Central became a symbol of the Civil Rights Movement. African-American
students were not allowed into the building. Film examines the racial equality, education, and class at
the high school today.
DVD 567.9 D
2004
Dinosaur planet [videorecording] / Discovery Channel; Evergreen LLC; producer, John Copeland;
director Pierre de Lespinois.
Provides a dinosaur's-eye view of survival in this violent primordial world. White Tip's journey: Follow
the desperate trials of a velociraptor cut off from her pack in the desert. Pod's travels: A pyroraptor is
swept away in a tidal wave and washes ashore on an island populated by much smaller dinosaurs.
DVD DECE
2008
Deception [videorecording] / a R/E production in association with Seed Productions produced by
Arnold Rifkin, John Palermo, Hugh Jackman, Robbie Brenner, David Bushell, Christopher Eberts;
written by Mark Bomback; directed by Marcel Langenegger.
Jonathan McQuarry is an accountant who meets Wyatt Bose, a charismatic corporate lawyer. Bose
introduces Jonathan to a decadent playground called The List, which is a mysterious sex club for
Manhattan's executives. It's a world of 'intimacy without intricacy,' one of betrayal, treachery and
murder. But in this new world, Jonathan soon becomes the prime suspect in a woman's
disappearance and a multi-million dollar heist.
DVD MAN
2003
The man who laughs [videorecording] / Universal; Carl Laemmle presents a Universal Super-Jewel;
adaptation by J. Grubb Alexander; director, Paul Leni.
Gwynplaine is doomed to live life wearing a perpetual grin. Carved on his face because his father,
Lord Clancharlie, had offended England's king. Gwynplaine grows up alongside the beautiful but blind
Dea and they fall in love. Queen Anne, meanwhile, has ascended the throne and when she learns
that the femme fatale, Duchess Josiana is in possession of the Lord's estates, she decrees that the
Duchess must marry Gwynplaine, the rightful heir. Gwynplaine realizes that the duchess' attraction
has legitimized his right to love Dea, renounces his title and follows his heart to the new World.
DVD MIXE
2001
Mixed nuts [videorecording] / TriStar Pictures; screenplay, Nora Ephron, Delia Ephron; producers,
Paul Junger Witt, Tony Thomas, Joseph Hartwick; director, Nora Ephron.
A wild and wacky comedy about oddball characters in Los Angeles at Christmastime, centered
around a suicide hotline service.
DVD QUIE
2005
The quiet American [videorecording] / Figaro Incorporated presents; written for the screen and
directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
Drama about the Indochinese war, 1946-1954, from an American journalist's experience.

DVD UPTO
2004
Uptown girls [videorecording] / Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures presents a GreeneStreet Films
production; produced by John Penotti, Fisher Stevens, Allison Jacobs; screenplay by Julia Dahl and
Mo Ogrodnik and Lisa Davidowitz; directed by Boaz Yakin.
Molly is the daughter of a deceased rock legend who is, for the first time in her life, forced to work
after her manager steals all her inheritance. With help of her friend, Molly becomes the nanny of Ray,
the precocious daughter of a busy music executive. She learns as much about being an adult from
Ray, as she teaches Ray about being a child.
J DVD KIPP
2004
Kipper. Kipper helps out [videorecording] / a Grand Slamm Children's Film production for HIT
Entertainment Plc.; Varga Studios; Varga producers, Jeno Vass, Andras Erkel; produced by Ginger
Gibbons; director, Mike Stuart.
The visitor: When a gosling visits Kipper unexpectedly, Kipper experiences the joys and frustrations
of parenthood. Pig's present: Kipper wants to give Pig the best birthday gift ever - a pet hamster. The
butterfly: After chasing a butterfly around the park, Kipper captures it in a jar. The Bleepers: It's
Bleepers from outter space! Pig's cousin: Pig and Kipper take Arnold to play in the park. The little
ghost: It's a ghost - and it's afraid of Kipper!
J DVD KIPP
2004
Kipper. Puppy love [videorecording] / a Grand Slamm Children's Films production for HIT
Entertainment Plc.; Varga Studios; producer, Jeno Vass; produced by Ginger Gibbons; director, Mike
Stuart.
"Nothing ever happens": Kiper is excited to discover a magician's hat. "Tiger's torch": What better
place to shine Tiger's new torch than on a campout. "Pig's shop": Kipper and Tiger visit Pig's sweet
shop but have no money. "Cousins": Who's eating Kipper out of house and home? "The key": Mouse
is jealous of Kipper's toyclockwork mouse, but discovers it can be a fun toy after all. "The missing
tape mystery": Arnold's birthday gifts include a cassette player - but the the tape is missing.
J DVD KIPP
2003
Kipper. Pools, parks and picnics [videorecording].
Seven episodes of the children's television series "Kipper". Join the imaginative puppy, Kipper, and
his friends Tiger, Jake, Pig and Arnold as they visit the swimming pool, the park and the nearby
woods.
J DVD LOON
2003
Looney tunes premiere collection [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. presents a Warner
Bros. Cartoon; writers, Michale Maltese ... [et al.]; director, Charles M. Jones.
Featuring some of the very earliest, ground-breaking on-screen appearances of many all-time Looney
Tunes favorites, it's an unprecedented animation celebration for cartoon-lovers eager to re-live the
heady, hilarious, golden age of Warner Bros. animation! Sparkling with one unforgettable, landmark
cartoon classic after another, there's Bugs Bunny's monstrously merry encounter with the tennis-shoe
clad creature. Wile E. Coyote and Roadrunner racing to cartoon immortality.
J DVD MAX
2012
Max & Ruby. Double pack! [videorecording] / Nickelodeon; Nick Jr. Productions; Nelvana produced in
association with Treehouse.
Contains 24 episodes filled with the loving, laughing sibling rivalry between Ruby and her little brother
Max.

J DVD VEGG
2003
VeggieTales. King George and the ducky [videorecording]: a lesson about selfishness / Big Idea
Productions.
Unlike other kings, King George spends most of his time in the bath tub, because that is where his
favorite toy is, a rubber ducky. But just one ducky isn't enough for King George; he wants them all.
Discover what happens when the king decides that he is the most important person above all others.
Learn that whether you are a king or a kid, God wants us all to think of others first.
J DVD WIMZ
2005
Wimzie's house. Growing up [videorecording] / Toddler TV; produced with the participation of Canada
Television and Cable Production Fund - License Fee Program, Telefilm Canada - Equity Investment
Program, Quebec Film and Television Tax Credit and the Canadian Film or Video Production Tax
Credit and in association with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Societe Radio-Canada, TeleQuebec and Maryland Public Television; Cinar Productions.
Wimzie's parents work full-time. Along with the other neighborhood children, she spends her days at
a homecare center run by her 150-year-old grandmother, Yaya. Every day Wimzie and her friends
laugh, play, sing and learn as they embark on adventure that teach them valuable lessons and skills
to help them cope confidently with real-life situations.

